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advantage: inside AGCO

To that end, AGCO has not only continued to update 
the subject mater of its training to keep pace with changing 
technologies, but also expanded the program significantly. 
Perhaps the most obvious example of such growth is the physical 
one, increasing to five the number of AGCO training centers 
positioned in the U.S. and Canada. And the company is looking 
to expand with another two. 

AGCO also offers regional training events closer to dealers, as 
well as what the company calls “distance-learning alternatives,” 
such as online training and DVDs. Such expansion, says Rob 
Lindgren, manager of technical training and AGCO Academy, 
North America, makes the training programs more accessible and 
has significantly increased participation by as much as 32% over 
the past three years. 

Allowing more learning options is a critical component of the 
company’s growth strategy. “From a service perspective, as we 
sell more equipment, there are more service opportunities for 
dealerships,” says Kent Butler, AGCO’s vice president of technical 
services & support, North America. “And the dealers are adding 
technicians as well, so there are more people to be trained. It’s all 
about supporting the dealers who are supporting the customers.”  

“We know we’ve got to be beter than the competition,” says 
Garza. “We’ve got to be the best—to earn the business. We’re 
investing millions of dollars to develop and deliver quality 
training that really moves the needle and helps our dealers and 
customers be more effective. 

“We know we have to work harder, and we’re commited to 
doing that.” 

Naas, while aN admitted skeptic, is a believer. In 
addition to receiving good advice on what equipment to buy, he 
says Java and AGCO also have gone the distance to help him 
beter understand various features on his equipment and how 
they can benefit his operation. In addition to training events at 
the dealership, Java staff and an AGCO equipment specialist 
visited his farm. “Tey actually came out here twice, got in the 
cab with the guy that runs the tractor for me, went through 
[training] again, answered any questions and really helped.

“Tat’s what we need,” Naas continues, noting that equipment 
innovations help him be more efficient by, for example, using 
less fuel or covering more ground in less time. Yet, he says, 
“Technology is moving ahead so quick. I don’t want to have a 
feeling that I’m buying a laptop ... then I walk out the door and 
never see anybody again. 

“I feel that [AGCO] as a whole is moving in the right 
direction. Tey haven’t lost track of the customer, and I feel good 
knowing that somebody that doesn’t own the tractor is willing to 
go the extra mile for the guy that’s in it.”   

a few Numbers that illustrate the company’s 
commitment to expanding its training program and the 
recognition it has received for a job well done.

from 2010 through 2012:
■■ AGCO■Technical■Training■has■had■an■average■increase■of■

15%■in■class■offerings.

■■ Attendance■in■classes■has■increased,■on■average,■29%.

■■ The■DVD-based■distance-learning■program■produced■by■

AGCO■has■seen■an■average■enrollment■increase■of■32%.

■■ The■company■increased■from■two■to■five■the■number■

of■its■training■centers,■which■are■located■in■Duluth,■Ga.;■

Hesston,■Kan.;■Jackson,■Minn.;■Boise,■Idaho;■and■Saskatoon,■

Saskatchewan.■

■■ AGCO■has■also■received■awards■for■its■training■program■

from■the■American■Society■of■Training■and■Development,■and■

Corporate■University■Xchange.

Info provided by Rob Lindgren, manager of technical training and 

AGCO Academy, North America; and Kent Butler, AGCO’s vice 

president of technical services & support, North America.

Dean Morrell, product marketing manager, Hay and 

Forage for Massey Ferguson, leads a training session at 

the 2013 National Training Event. Dealers and AGCO 

corporate personnel attended the four-day event for a 

series of workshops covering a variety of topics, such as 

equipment innovations and the future of agriculture.

■■ Customer-focused■equipment■workshops■and■demonstrations■

are■offered■throughout■North■America.■For■one■coming■to■a■

location■near■you,■contact■your■local■Massey■Ferguson/AGCO■

dealer.■Find■a■dealer■now■online■at■myFarmLife.com.
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